ABOUT UNIVERSITE PARIS DAUPHINE:
International development is a strategic priority for Dauphine University, Paris. Our university has identified four major objectives:
- To achieve significant growth in student mobility by developing new partnerships with universities in major cities worldwide in line with Dauphine’s status in teaching and science.
- To improve the reception given to international students, particularly for Masters courses and research programs, in order to attract the best students possible, to promote French education as a whole, to respond to the expectations of partner firms and organizations and to make our doctoral programs more international.
- To restructure our course offerings to meet the requirements of the Bologna process: ECTS, courses in English, LMD (license, Master, Doctorate).
- Internationalizing the courses available by modifying or creating new programs, such as the Paris International MBA, or new types of courses in response to the needs of partner countries or institutions.

To attract more international students, Dauphine has increased the number French language courses and courses taught in English. Intensive French language seminars have also been introduced at the beginning of the academic year to help prepare students for their studies at Dauphine.

Note: Dates are approximate and may be subject to change

TERM DATES:
Spring semester ONLY: Late January - Early June

HOUSING OPTIONS/DEADLINE:
As early as possible (for students halls and private housing) - www.sri.dauphine.fr

APPROXIMATE LIVING COSTS: (per month)
- On-Campus Room and Board: from 200 (double) to 420 euros (one room apartment)
- Private housing: from 450 to 1000 euros
- Food between 3 euros per meal in the students restaurants on campus
- Books and Necessary Class Materials: no charge
- Local Transportation: 30 euros per month for students with “Imagine R” ticket.

LEARNING EXPECTATIONS:
- Class Format: 20 to 30
- Grading: 0 to 20
- Class Size: small, big classrooms or lecture theater
- Course Load: depending on the course itself. Two or three times the number of hours of the course, if not more.
  Examinations: Continuous assessment, final exam. (50%, 50%)

LANGUAGE OF INSTRUCTION: French and English (see the courses offered in English on Dauphine’s website)

COURSE OFFERINGS: Please see the IBEX website (www.stern.nyu.edu/uc/international) for a list of Dauphine courses approved by Stern and taken by past IBEX students. Please note: every course may not be offered during the particular semester the student is abroad. Click on Academics, and then “View a list of currently approved IBEX courses” to view the following link to courses: http://w4.stern.nyu.edu/uc/currentstudents/abroad.cfm?doc_id=5566.

Once a student is admitted to the program, he/she may send additional course syllabi to the International Programs office for evaluation.

AREAS OF STUDIES: Management, Economics, Applied Mathematics, Computer science

STUDENT SERVICES AVAILABLE: Clubs, associations, sports facilities.